For Younger Children – all picture books
Title

Author/s

Book Number

Details

I Know a Secret

Annie Kubler

0859533158

Description: A story book that shows children trying to find out details about
pregnancy and babies. It does not cover sexual intercourse, it just mentions that you
need a mummy’s egg and a daddy’s seed.

The World is Full of Babies

0711221286

Where Willy Went

Debbie MacKinnon Anthea
Sieveking
Nicholas Allan

How Did I Begin?

Mick Manning

This book looks at what babies do and need and compares these needs with the
needs of animal babies.
Does not cover sexual intercourse explicitly (just shows the mother’s and father’s
genitalia as a simple map!) but looks at the sperm that ‘race’ to meet an egg and a
simple look at pregnancy
A look at how babies are made including a simple look at sexual intercourse.

Made With Love

Kate Petty

0333741862

A look at how babies are made, including a ‘gentle’ look at sexual intercourse

Mummy Laid and Egg

Babette Cole

0099299119

An entertaining simple look at how babies are made using simplified cartoon pictures

Hair in Funny Places

Babette Cole

0099266261

An entertaining simple look at the changes that happen during puberty

Where Do Babies Come From?

Susan Meredith

0746042450

Small but detailed pocket book that covers pregnancy, conception, sexual
intercourse(briefly), birth and a fair amount about babies

0099456486

For older Children and Teenagers
Everything you ever wanted to ask
about willies and other boy’s bits
Living with a Willy

Tricia Kreitman
Dr Neil Simpson
Nick Fisher

1853406341
0330332481

A very detailed look at issues most boys would value advice on when it comes to developing,
growing up, hormones, moods, sex and being attracted to others
A detailed look at issues around growing up – for boys

Everything You Ever Wanted to Ask
About Periods
What’s Happening To Me?

Tricia Kreitman

1853406724

A very detailed look at periods

Susan Meredith

0745069952

An illustrated, detailed and clear look at puberty in girls

Facts of Life

Susan Meredith
Robyn Gee

07460314320

A detailed and illustrated look at the changes of puberty for both boys and girls, sex, reproduction
and babies

Let’s Talk About Where Babies
Come From

Robie H Harris

1844281736

An illustrated, nicely worded and detailed look at where babies come from

Let’s Talk About Sex

Robie H Harris

1844281744

An illustrated, nicely worded and detailed look at growing up. Changing, bodies, sex and sexual
health

The Sex Files

Jasminka Petrovic

1904194524

An illustrated, frank and up to date guide to growing up and sex

